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Abstract—IOT popularity is very high in present time 

because everything is depends on like sensors. And everyone 

ignores hard work and use smart work. So home automation is 

right things in smart work. In home automation simply 

connecting appliance electrical device to the internet or cloud 

storage, and cloud computing help to connect the things 

surrounding everyone. And system control wireless based 

network, and system also remotely accessed via a packet PC 

with a windows mobile based application 

 
Index Terms— Automation, IOT, Relay, Arduino, HC-05, 

Bluetooth Module, motion sensors, smart garage door, fire 

detection sensors 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  In the home automation control the entire device from a 

central point. Basically turning on or off a central device or 

remotely access, the advance computer technology helps the 

connect and communicate to the wireless network. 

One of most application is wireless network for home 

automation. The basic ides of home automation is to use 

sensor and control system to monitor dwelling and adjust the 

various other control system service. 

In an intelligent home automation system control automation 

system based on single device control, like all home light, 

switch and other device connect and control  using PC, 

laptop, phones. and system over the internet. IOT allows 

objects to be sensed and controlled remotely across existing 

network infrastructure, creating opportunities for more direct 

integration between physical world and computer based 

system.  In IOT sensor or things are connected to each other 

which transfer the data over a network cloud. As per the 

survey of technological expert’s 50-55 Billion thing will be 

connected in IOT technology  by 2021. IOT technology 

offered wide ranges of connectivity of sensors with various 

protocol and various properties of applications for obtaining 

complete interaction. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A literature review is necessary to know about the home 

automation au research area and what problem in that area has 

been solved and what need to be solved in future. A proper 
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literature review provides solid background for a noble 

research work. According to the Anita M. Bhagat All the 

physical devices, things, object and sensor connected to 

create a new world technology. Existing model is represented 

IOT based home automation and reporting system where 

people can control all the automation system on web. In IoT 

technology, servers are used to manage the resources of the 

network. The information provided by the internet that is 

connected through various networks, which is available for 

people or users via smartphones and web browser. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Home Automation 

 

 

1. Relay module:  A relay is an electrical operated 

switch. It consists of a set of input terminals for a 

single or multiple controls single, and a set of 

operating contact terminals. In any relay four parts 

shows: Electromagnet, Armature, spring, set of 

electrical contacts Relay are used when a control a 

circuit by separate low-power signal, or circuit must 

be control by one single. First relay used in long 

distance telegraph circuit as amplifies: they repeated 

the signal coming in from one circuit and 

re-transmitted it on another circuit. Relay can handle 

high power required to directly control an electric 

motor or other loads is called a contactor 
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2. Arduino: -- Arduino is a tectonic device which is used 

as a Software and Hardware. Arduino provide open 

source platform. When we used Arduino as 

Software we can write programs using higher level 

language to perform a specific task of Iota 

technology, on the other side when we used Arduino 

as hardware, we can connect various sensors, 

actuator to the port of Arduino hardware. 

 
 

At that time different kind of Arduino devices are available in 

the market which is following:- 

 Arduino Uno (R3) 

 Arduino Micro. 

 Arduino Due. 

 Lily Pad Arduino Board. 

 Arduino Bluetooth. 

 Arduino Decimal. 

 Red Board Arduino Boar0064 

 

3. HC-05 Bluetooth Module: - HC-05 Bluetooth 

Module is an easy to use Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port 

Protocol) module, designed for transparent wireless 

serial connection setup. Its communication is via 

serial communication which makes an easy way to 

interface with controller or PC. 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Motion sensor: - Motion sensor is the type of sensors 

which detects motion and movement in an area. 

These sensors stand guard when you are not home, 

they can alert you if there is movement within your 

home. 

 

 
                          

5. Smart garage door: - When the Wi-Fi connected smart 

garage door give you some extra piece of mind. The 

concept is simple, but can be powerful never wonder 

if you left the garage door open. You can open and 

shut your garage door from your phone from any 

location. 
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6. Fire detection sensors: - these is the another important 

type sensors. The fire detection sensor is used to 

detect the fire in a particular area. Fire is far and 

away the number one cause of property damage so 

by using these type sensors saved or protects the 

damage. 

 
                   III.  OTHER IOT APPLICATION 
 
1. Smart City:- Use of smart work and smart device then                 

smart cities are supposed to be made of. Smart work like 

Traffic management, Waste water, Water distribution, 

Electricity managemen and more. These work done in city 

then we can say city is a dream city. 

 
2. IoT Retail Shops:- The retails store use allows online 

payment mode. Means allows cashless and deducting money 

from your UPI id. We add item anytime in your cart and pick 

products from the shelves. If you change the item then 

replaces with new item. Main things is you don’t have to 

stand in line, just pick up product and go back and delivery 

comes your address. 

 

3. Farming:- In farming sector IoT use many thing. IoT 

provide many tools for devlopment of agriculture. Tools like 

drip irrigation, understanding crop patterns, water 

distribution, drones for farm surveillance. This technology 

used then famer comes op with a more productivity and take 

care of the concern better. 

 

4. Smart grids:- It is a holistic solution that applies of 

information technology resources that outcome is new 

gridlines to reduces electricity waste and cost. An in  future 

smart grid improve the efficiency,reliability,and economics 

of electricity. 

 

5. Industrial Internet:- In industrial internet of things is 

interconnected sensors, and other physical devices connected 

with computers industrial apllications like manufacturing. 

Industrial internet to have the higest overall potential. 

 

6. Wearables:- Wearables used in medical, wellness to fitness 

in the market. And all IoT startups, jawbones,a wearables 

maker,is second to none in terms of funding. 

 

7. Telehealth:- Telehealth, or telemedicine  include the 

communication of medical Imaging, remote medical 

diagnosis & evaluations and video consultations with 

specialists. 

 

8. Self-driven Cars:- Self-driven cars main aim is ensure   

better safety for the passenger and those on the roads. In 

self-driven cars use many sensors and embedded system 

connected to the cloud and the internet to keep generating 

data and send them to cloud for informed decision-making 

through machine learning. 

 

9.  Smart Supply-chain Management:- Smart supply-chain 

management  is can be solutions for tarcking goods whilw 

they are on the road. These technology used and sure to stay 

in the market for long run. 

 

10. Transportation:- The IoT could assist in intrigation of 

communication, control, and information processing across 

various transportation system. Application of IoT extends to 

all excepts of transportation system. Dynamic interaction 

between this components of a tranportation system enables 

inter and intra vehicular communication, smart traffic 

control, smart parking, electronic toll collections system. 

 

11.. Large scale developments:- There are several planned or 

ongoing large scale developments of IoT, to enable vatter 

management of cities and system. Nearly everything in city is 

planned to be wired, connected and turned into a constant 

stream of data that whould be monitered and analysis by array 

of computer little, or no human intervention. 

 

Future Scope:- IoT used advanced artificial inttelligence and 

machine learning have IoT  device automation easy. IoT 

scope in healthcare, automative, and argiculture industries in 

this blog. 

 

1. Scope of IoT healthcare:- The internet of things has proven 

to be one of the most usefull technologies in the healthcare 

industries. It aids in the provision of specialized healthcare to 

patients, doctors and researchers. Smart diagnosis, wearable 

devices for tracking health, patient engagement,and several 

other services are available. 

 

2. Scope of IoT in argiculture:- Food is one of the three 

essential human needs. We farms to meet the demand for 

food. However, as the world’s population grows, argiculture 

industries is confronted with number challenges. Changies in 

the wether and the environment also have a significiant effect 

on the argriculture industries. 

 

3. Scope of IoT in automative industry:- The internet of 

things is revolutionizing the automobile industry in the 

twenty first century. One of the most significant apllications 

is creating self driving vehicles, which has olterd the 

automative industry trends.  

IV.  CONCLUSION 

The next phase for the home automation market will occur 

based on a few key improvements in the technology available 

in automation, such as improvements in wireless automation 

solutions as lowering of price points as the market begin to 

accept home automation usage in larger volumes. Some 

trends that we foresee for this phase of the industry are big 

companies like Philips, Siemens will eventually bring out 

fairly mass market automation products with appealing user 
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interface but at a lower price point today, and more people 

will be able to afford the products. 
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